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Chapter 961: One Has to Look Ahead (4) 

But even so, Shangguan Yu had never thought of being with Fu Siye. She had always known that loving 

someone was her own business. Fu Siye had no obligation to respond to her feelings, and she didn’t 

want to like Fu Siye so much. However, she couldn’t control herself. 

She couldn’t follow her grandfather’s advice to find someone she didn’t like but could get herself to 

marry. 

Hence, she had originally planned to spend the rest of her life alone. 

However, her grandfather, who had always doted on her and wanted to give the best things in the world 

to her, did not allow her to be alone for the rest of her life. She really liked someone and could not let 

him go. No matter what price he had to pay, no matter what means he had to use, he had to get this 

person for her. 

After learning that he had contracted a terminal illness and that he didn’t have much time left and 

couldn’t take it slow, he had plotted against her and Fu Siye and made Fu Siye want her when he was 

drunk. Then, he had brought the Fu family to capture the scene and used the friendship between the 

two families and his saving of Fu Siye to force him to take responsibility. 

He even got someone to seduce Gu Lingyin, who was Fu Siye’s girlfriend at that time. The person her 

grandfather found was naturally a top-notch handsome person. Gu Lingyin was successfully seduced and 

had sex with that person. However, when her grandfather passed the evidence to Fu Siye, things did not 

turn out as her grandfather thought. 

Gu Lingyin said that she had slept with the other party because the other party had drugged her. 

At that time, because her grandfather had schemed against him, the furious Fu Siye believed Gu 

Lingyin’s words without any reservation. No matter what evidence he was presented, he only believed 

Gu Lingyin. 

Although she too was drugged by her grandfather at that time and did not know anything about it, Fu 

Siye still felt that Shangguan Yu was the mastermind behind all of this. He hated her to the extreme. 

She didn’t want him to hate her so much, and she never wanted to use any means to force him to be 

with her. Hence, she’d tried her best to persuade her grandfather and even threatened him with suicide 

to not force Fu Siye to marry her. 

She had also successfully made her grandfather let go of that coercion. 

Later, she heard that Gu Lingyin was pregnant and that it was Fu Siye’s. Fu Siye wanted to take 

responsibility for her and marry her. 

However, his parents, who didn’t like Gu Lingyin to begin with, didn’t want her to be with Fu Siye. They 

also didn’t believe that Gu Lingyin was carrying Fu Siye’s child, so they forced Fu Siye to separate from 

Gu Lingyin. However, Fu Siye was a man. The more you forced him to do something, the more he 

resisted and insisted on being with Gu Lingyin. 



Fu Siye’s parents had no choice but to ask Gu Lingyin to go to the hospital for a checkup. If this child was 

from the Fu family, they would allow them to marry. However, Gu Lingyin refused to do that checkup no 

matter what. This made Fu Siye’s parents feel even more that this child did not belong to the Fu family. 

Shangguan Yu’s grandfather, who was still thinking about getting her to be with Fu Siye, suggested that 

the Fu couple kidnap Gu Lingyin and force her to go to the hospital for a checkup after hearing about 

this. The Fu couple felt that this was a good solution and got someone to kidnap Gu Lingyin. During this 

process, Gu Lingyin lost her footing and fell down the stairs. She lost a lot of blood, and after she was 

saved, the doctor said that she could not get pregnant again. 

After that, Gu Lingyin insisted that Shangguan Yu had instigated her grandfather to get Fu Siye’s parents 

to kidnap and coerce her, causing her to have a miscarriage. 

Her grandfather and her in-laws had said that this matter had nothing to do with her. 

But to Fu Siye, what her grandfather had done was what she had done. Her grandfather had instigated 

his parents to tie Gu Lingyin up, so it was she who had asked someone to tie Gu Lingyin up. 

No matter how she tried to explain, he wouldn’t believe that she didn’t know about it. 
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When a person didn’t believe you, no matter how much evidence you presented to them or how much 

you explained, they wouldn’t believe you. In the past, she didn’t understand this logic and always 

pursued him with all sorts of explanations and proofs. But now, she understood. Hence, she no longer 

explained. 

However, no matter what, Gu Lingyin had lost her child and could no longer be a mother because of her. 

Hence, she had never thought of dealing with her. 

After Mu Huan heard the whole story, she asked, “Sister Yu, why do you like someone like Fu Siye?” 

It wouldn’t be too much to trample a man like him to death. Why would a good little fairy like her like 

him so much and defile herself? 

“I don’t know.” Shangguan Yu smiled bitterly. 

She didn’t know why she liked Fu Siye so much. 

“I don’t want to love him like this either.” If one could live a good life, no one would want to live such a 

tough life. 

Mu Huan looked at her and didn’t know what to say. After a while, she said, “Sister Yu, there are many 

things in life that you can do other than pursue love. Don’t be too hard on yourself. No matter who the 

other person is, you can’t lose yourself.” 

To Mu Huan, love had to be mutual. The other person loved her deeply and was willing to give up 

everything for her. That was why she would also sacrifice her life for him. 

“I know.” Shangguan Yu knew all that, but she couldn’t do it. 

Seeing this, Mu Huan did not continue. Instead, she changed the topic and said something else. 



There were some things that everyone knew. Just like how she knew that no matter how much pain she 

was in, her granny wouldn’t be able to return. However, she just couldn’t walk out of that pain. When 

the time came and she figured it out herself, she would be able to walk out completely. 

In the evening, Bo Junyan came to pick Mu Huan up. 

Looking at Bo Junyan, who had always been cold and aloof, carefully protecting Mu Huan, Shangguan Yu 

was really envious. 

She would probably never have such love in her life. 

After Mu Huan and the rest left, Shangguan Yu cleared up the table. As she was putting away the 

newspaper, she flipped to the page again and read the report. 

That day in S Country, he’d said that only he had the right to end this marriage. 

After he returned, he also asked Gu Lingyin to move out of their house. However, he did not keep a 

distance from her. He even let her enter his company and would often attend banquets with her. 

It made everyone think that something was about to go down and that the two of them were getting 

back together. 

She knew that he was indignant. She knew that he didn’t want to be schemed against by her for the rest 

of his life. She knew that he knew that this would bring about such an impact and make her suffer, but 

he still did it on purpose. 

He knew… 

Shangguan Yu did not continue thinking. Instead, she looked out of the window and saw that the snow 

in the ditch opposite had turned to ice. 

In the car… 

“Hubby, when that Fu Siye was young, did he have a brain injury?” 

Bo Junyan: “…” 

Every time his wife met Shangguan Yu, she would ask him a similar question. 

Last time, she’d asked if Fu Siye had gone crazy. 

“Tell me, if his brain hadn’t been damaged, why would he be so stupid?” Gu Lingyin had already 

betrayed him, but he still wanted to be with her. He didn’t even know if the child in Gu Lingyin’s 

stomach had been his or not, but he had wanted to marry her and take responsibility. He didn’t have 

any evidence, yet he insisted that it was her Sister Yu who had orchestrated everything. 

He was even more brainless than a moron! 
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If she were Shangguan Yu, she would have kicked him to the Pacific Ocean! 

Bo Junyan: “…” 



Mu Huan patted his shoulder and said earnestly, “I think that as his good friend, you have to advise him 

to look into his mental health. If he finds out earlier and gets treated sooner, there’d still be hope for 

him in life!” 

Bo Junyan said, “Later, I’ll advise him to follow his conscience.” 

In the past, he had never asked Fu Siye about his feelings because they were all adults. He knew very 

well what he was doing. But now, his wife had been saying this every day, making him feel that Fu Siye 

was a little stupid. As his good friend, given such a foolish situation, he should talk to him. 

“Yes, yes!” Mu Huan nodded repeatedly. 

Then, she hugged Bo Junyan and said, “It’s really only when people compare themselves to others that 

they realize how fortunate they are! Only then would one realize how rare a good man like my husband 

is! How happy this makes me!” 

Bo Junyan smiled and lowered his head to kiss her. 

It was no wonder that he liked to hear praises. These praises were good and pleasing to the ears! 

Especially when it was she who praised him! 

“Hubby, I love you!” Mu Huan reached out to hug his neck. 

PA Wang, who was driving, silently pressed the separator button. 

When his master’s relationship was going bad, he would suffer. Yet when it’s doing well, he would also 

suffer ten thousand points of critical damage. He was a pitiful bachelor… 

… 

Mu Huan’s good mood darkened when she saw Xue Yun. 

Although she had walked out of her pain, this didn’t mean that she had forgiven them. She still couldn’t 

bear to see Ling Xiao, and she didn’t want to see her mother for the time being. 

However, Xue Yun would come over every few days and treat Mu Huan well, making all sorts of 

delicious food for her. 

After sending Xue Yun off again, Mu Huan looked at Bo Junyan and said, “Hubby, no matter what 

agreement you made with Ling Feng, let’s cancel it!” 

Bo Junyan was about to say something. 

“I don’t need a mother’s love bought with benefits. It’s enough for me to have a husband!” 

Last time, when she shook off Ling Xiao, her mother had looked at her with a gaze that said she wanted 

to tear her apart. But after what happened, she was like a fine person who came here to please her. 

She didn’t want her to be so ingratiating and compromising for the sake of benefits. 

If she didn’t love Mu Huan, she didn’t have to. 

“Okay.” Bo Junyan reached out to pull her into his embrace and lowered his head to kiss her. 



She always thought things through clearly. This made her easily hurt. 

A week later, in the Imperial Capital… 

“Didn’t I ask you to treat Mu Huan well? Why didn’t you treat her well?!” Ling Feng looked at Xue Yun 

angrily. 

“I’ve been very good to her!” Xue Yun felt aggrieved. She had really done everything she could to treat 

her daughter well. She didn’t know how else she could treat her well. 

“If you really treated Mu Huan well, why would Bo Junyan suddenly take back his promise?!” Ling Feng 

felt that Xue Yun had not done a good job. 

Xue Yun instinctively asked, “What did he take back?” 

“You don’t have to know this. You just have to continue being good to Mu Huan!” Ling Feng didn’t want 

to tell her. Besides, she wouldn’t understand even if he told her. 

“I’m really already very good to Xiao Huan, but if she doesn’t want to accept me, I can’t do anything 

about it.” Xue Yun felt depressed as she spoke about this. She really didn’t know what else to do. 

“Even if there’s no other way, we have to think of a way! Besides, you’re her biological mother! Her 

flesh and blood! It’s not up to her if she wants to accept her biological mother or not. She simply must 

do so!” 
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Xue Yun said helplessly, “Xiao Huan is different from other children. I left her behind for ten years and 

didn’t bother about her. Our relationship was originally very flimsy, but then that incident happened, 

and she’s only just walked out of her pain…” 

How could she accept her as her mother without any ill feelings? 

“That was just an accident! Because of that matter, Xiao Xiao’s personality has changed so much. Why 

doesn’t she empathize with you? Her heart should ache for Xiao Xiao. Xiao Xiao is her blood-related 

brother!” Ling Feng felt that Mu Huan was just insensible. This was purely an accident, yet she blamed 

his son! 

“Xiao Huan’s relationship with my mother was especially deep. She had agreed to get married so early 

for my mother’s sake. It’s too painful for her to lose my mother.” Xue Yun put in a good word for Mu 

Huan. 

“Don’t go to such lengths. In short, our relationship with the Bo family will only worsen because of your 

good daughter. You just have to think of a way to make this better!” Ling Feng didn’t want to hear so 

much. He only wanted to see a good outcome. 

Xue Yun really did not know what else she could do. She had already done her best. “I really don’t know 

what else I can do. Besides, our family doesn’t have to rely on the Bo family to survive. Why must we 

cooperate with the Bo family?” 



Although Xue Yun favored Ling Xiao and focused on the Ling family, Mu Huan was her biological 

daughter. She wanted to treat her well with pure intentions and not because of ulterior motives. 

And since Mu Huan didn’t want to see her now, she couldn’t even fulfill his request. 

His request exhausted her. 

“What do you know?! Do whatever I ask you to do!” 

Ling Feng had invested in a big project a while ago, but this project was later found to cause serious 

environmental problems and was stopped by the higher-ups. As the biggest investor, he’d suffered 

heavy losses. 

Bo Junyan, on the other hand, had always had an eye for investment. Furthermore, he had contributed 

the patents to the new energy source last time. This made him have a good relationship with the G 

Group. Insider news was especially accurate and traveled fast. In short, the Bo Group was developing 

rapidly, and the Ling Group was going downhill. If this continued, a problem with the capital chain might 

develop. 

He urgently needed a few projects that could clearly earn money. 

Previously, although Bo Junyan did not work with the Ling family, there would be a lot of insider news 

for him. The information that Bo Junyan gave him included which projects were very profitable. Hence, 

this relationship could not be stopped. 

“I can’t do it now,” Xue Yun said directly. 

Ling Feng was stunned. He didn’t expect her to say this. 

“I really can’t do it now. I don’t know what else I can do. I’ve really done my best,” Xue Yun explained. 

Ling Feng looked at her and did not say anything else. His gaze turned cold. 

Xue Yun knew that she had disappointed him, but she had no choice. 

Because of this matter, Ling Feng was no longer as good to Xue Yun as before. He often treated her with 

coldness. No matter how hard Xue Yun tried to improve their relationship, it was useless. 

Ling Wei took the opportunity to build a good relationship with her father. In the past, the father and 

daughter almost fought it out. Now, their relationship was even closer than before. 

After Ling Wei began to get along well with Ling Feng, she plotted all sorts of things, making Ling Feng 

increasingly dissatisfied with Xue Yun. 

Xue Yun’s days with the Ling family were becoming worse and worse. Even Ling Xiao was not being 

treated by his father as well as before. 

This made her feel that she couldn’t continue like this. However, when she went to look for Mu Huan, 

Mu Huan was indifferent to her. 
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She couldn’t bring herself to say that she wanted to cooperate and gain benefits so that Ling Feng would 

treat her better. 

This way, her life with inhumane treatment became more and more difficult. Xue Yun felt like she was 

being pressed down until she couldn’t breathe. 

She couldn’t help but blame Mu Huan for this. 

Xue Yun’s original life had been so good, but Mu Huan suddenly appeared. If she hadn’t suddenly 

appeared in her current life, how would she have ended up like this…? 

Hence, when she mustered up the courage to tell Mu Huan to let Bo Junyan resume his agreement with 

the Ling family and Mu Huan rejected her outright, she lost control. 

“Xiao Huan, I’m your biological mother! I gave birth to you! How can you bear to see me lead such a 

difficult life? Do you know that your Uncle Ling doesn’t talk to me anymore? I’m afraid that if this goes 

on, he might move on to another woman. Do you know how tough it has been for me these days…?” 

She was her biological mother. How could Mu Huan reject her without hesitation? 

“My life was originally so good. I was happy every day, but you…” 

Although Xue Yun did not finish her sentence, Mu Huan could tell what she meant. 

She was blaming Mu Huan for acknowledging her. She was the one who’d made her life become like 

this. 

“I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have acknowledged you back then.” Mu Huan blamed herself. She shouldn’t have 

recognized her and then acknowledged her. Both of them would have still been living well now and her 

granny would have still been fine. 

Xue Yun, who had lost control and was about to explode, instantly cooled down after hearing her words. 

“Xiao Huan… I… That’s not what Mom meant…” 

She was her biological mother. Who wouldn’t be excited to see their biological mother, who had been 

dead for so many years, suddenly appear and want to confirm their relationship? 

She shouldn’t have said that. She shouldn’t have said that. 

“Mom, I’m really sorry. I know that you’re living a difficult life now.” Mu Huan was a smart person. Even 

without Xue Yun saying anything, she knew that her current situation was not good. She was in a 

difficult situation both inside and out. 

Xue Yun wanted to say something, but she didn’t know what to say. She could only watch with reddened 

eyes. 

Mu Huan looked at her and was silent for a while before saying, “How about this? Mom, go back and tell 

Ling Feng what he wants. If he wants something, I’ll clear it up once and for all. From now on, Mom, 

don’t come looking for me again. I wish you the best. From now on, you’ll be able to live very happily 

like before. No, I hope you’ll be even happier than before.” 



What she had lost was lost, and she would never be able to find it again. Why did she have to live so 

unhappily? 

From now on, they would be on their own. They would live the life they wanted, and they would live the 

good life of the past. Everyone would be happy. This was good. 

When Xue Yun heard her words, her mind went blank. After a while, she said, “Are you cutting ties with 

your mother? You don’t want me anymore?” 

She was her biological mother! How could she just reject her?! 

“Xiao Huan, I’m your mother! Your flesh and blood!” Xue Yun said as her tears fell. 

Mu Huan could not bear to see her like this. “Mom, it’s not that I don’t want you. It’s not that I’m cutting 

ties with you. You gave birth to me. No matter what happens, you’re still my mother. 

“I just don’t want you to live such a difficult life anymore. I want you to live a happy life. You have your 

family now and your own life. You definitely won’t want to give up this life and would want to continue 

being with them.” 
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“However, because of the various conflicts between me and the Ling family, I definitely can’t give them 

all sorts of benefits. Like this, we can only keep being unhappy. Hence, it’s better to not have any 

interactions. Everyone will be fine this way.” 

“You even want to cut ties with me…” Xue Yun’s tears fell even more fiercely. 

“This is different from severing ties. If we’re severing ties, it means you’ll no longer be my mother. From 

now on, your life and death will have nothing to do with me. What we’re doing is simply not disturbing 

your life anymore. You’re still my mother. If you live well into the future, I’ll look after you. If you don’t 

live well because of someone, I’ll return ten times the favor to them. As long as you want to live with 

me, I’ll give you the best of everything!” 

Mu Huan knew that the most important thing to her mother now was the Ling family. She wouldn’t let 

her give up the Ling family to be with her, and neither would she. 

Hence, she could only let go and let her return to her family to continue her happy life. 

As Mu Huan spoke, she held Xue Yun’s hand. “Mom, I’ll always be your strongest backing.” 

Xue Yun’s tears fell even more fiercely. “Xiao Huan, Mom doesn’t want… Mom doesn’t want anything 

anymore. As long as I can still see you often… Mom knows that Mom is biased, but I’m no longer like 

before. I couldn’t control that thought before. You don’t know how much I blame myself and feel guilty 

for being like this… 

“You’re the baby I gave birth to after ten months of pregnancy. I love you too…” 

Xue Yun really had this daughter in her heart. She loved her, and she lived in self-blame and pain. 

This was especially since her daughter, who’d been discriminated against, still only wanted to do good 

for her mother. 



“I know…” Mu Huan knew that she still cared about her. Just like how no matter how bad her father 

was, he still had her in his heart. This was enough. 

“Xiao Huan…” Xue Yun hugged her and cried. 

She really wanted to end things peacefully. She really wanted them to get along harmoniously. She 

wanted her family to be happy. 

Mu Huan did not speak further. 

It was just that when Xue Yun was about to leave, she wanted her to consider her words. 

When Xue Yun left, Bo Junyan happened to return and heard that Mu Huan wanted Xue Yun to consider 

something. 

After Xue Yun left, he lowered his head and asked, “What do you want your mom to consider?” 

“I want Mom to…” 

After hearing Mu Huan’s words, Bo Junyan was silent for a while before saying, “Haven’t you always 

missed your childhood?” 

He knew that the days when she was pampered by her parents as a child were Mu Huan’s best 

memories. She yearned to have parental love again. 

Mu Huan looked up at him and said, “It’s fine to miss the past. But no matter what, one can’t go back to 

those days. One can’t cling to the past and make one’s current life unhappy.” 

Bo Junyan reached out to touch her head. His little cutie was really good at everything. He couldn’t bear 

to let go. 

“Hubby, do you think I’ve grown up?” 

“Yes.” 

“Don’t you feel happy to have such a good wife like me?” Mu Huan reached out to hug him. She looked 

up, her eyes shining. 

“Very happy.” 

“Hubby, I love you!” She had the best husband in the world! 

Bo Junyan smiled and lowered his head to kiss her. 

As long as one learned to let go, one could lead a happy life. 

Nothing is more important than the happiness in front of you. 

… 

Her period, which had always come on time, did not come. Although Shangguan Yu felt that it was 

impossible, she still bought a pregnancy test. In the end, she found she was pregnant. 
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All these years, she had been hoping that she would get pregnant. She wanted a child with him, but she 

had never gotten pregnant. 

But now, she was. 

First, Fu Siye, who wanted to divorce her so much before, no longer wanted to divorce her. Now, there 

was this child she had been looking forward to for a long time. This represented the turning point 

between them. Did it mean that she could really live such a good life with him like she thought? 

Her heart, which was originally full of injuries, had a new hope. 

Actually, no matter whether she and Fu Siye could walk toward the outcome she wanted, the arrival of 

this child made her extremely happy. 

She really wanted a child. With this child, even if she couldn’t be with Fu Siye in the future, she would 

have a family and a life direction. 

In this world, people had many different personalities. 

Ever since she was young, Shangguan Yu had only wanted Fu Siye. He was the center of her life, and her 

life had always revolved around him. She didn’t know what she would do without him in her world. 

Hence, even though she was so scarred, she couldn’t give up completely. 

This was because there was still hope for her to be with him. If they were to be separated, then her life 

would only be left with darkness. She didn’t know how she would spend the rest of her long life. 

If she had a child, her life would not be so dark. She would work hard to give the child all the best things. 

Her future would be filled with life and hope. 

She did not tell Fu Siye about her pregnancy immediately. She wanted to go to the hospital to confirm it 

and also wanted to confirm her and Fu Siye’s future before talking about her pregnancy. 

With a child, she couldn’t be like before. 

When it was just her, it didn’t matter how Fu Siye treated her. But if she had a child, it would be 

different. If there were only arguments between parents, life would be cold and it would affect the 

child’s mental and physical health. In contrast, even if a child was brought up by a single parent, life 

wouldn’t be so cold and painful. The child would grow up healthier. 

She wanted to wait until everything was confirmed before telling Fu Siye about her pregnancy. 

Bo Group… 

After discussing the collaboration with Fu Siye. 

Bo Junyan put down the document in his hand and looked at him. 

“What’s wrong?” His Brother Bo was looking at him. 

“How are you and Xiao Yu doing now?” Bo Junyan had known Fu Siye since he was young, so he’d 

naturally known Shangguan Yu since they were young. It was just that they weren’t very familiar with 

each other. 



Fu Siye was stunned for a moment before asking, “Brother Bo, since when do you have the time to care 

about me?” 

“Recently, your sister-in-law has been asking me if there’s something wrong with your brain. It makes 

me think that you’re a little stupid, so I’m concerned about you,” Bo Junyan said honestly. 

The corners of Fu Siye’s lips twitched. “Brother Bo, go back and tell Sister-in-law that my brain has never 

received any injuries. The one with brain damage is Gong Zeye.” 

“But are you smarter than Gong Zeye, who has brain damage?” 

Fu Siye: “…” 

What was wrong with him?! 

“I saw you attending the banquet with Gu Lingyin a few days ago. It’s said that the two of you are about 

to rekindle your relationship.” His wife had pointed at him that time and said, Look, isn’t this Fu Siye 

stupid?! 

“It’s impossible for us to get back together.” Fu Siye had never thought of getting back together with Gu 

Lingyin. 

He only felt guilty toward her. She could have had a good life, but because he had completely ruined it, 

she could not be a mother. No matter how he tried to make it up to her, he could not. 
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Hence, he indulged her a little more. He knew that she was indignant, so he let her do whatever she 

wanted to make Shangguan Yu misunderstand and make her feel better. 

“Then do you want to have a good life with Xiao Yu?” 

Fu Siye fell silent. 

“If you want to live a good life with her, then don’t let her misunderstand you. You shouldn’t have made 

it up to Gu Lingyin in order to hurt Xiao Yu. Actually, if you’re willing to let go of the indignation in your 

heart, you should know that Xiao Yu is innocent.” Bo Junyan knew roughly what had happened back 

then. Apart from being determined to marry Fu Siye, Shangguan Yu didn’t do anything wrong. 

Fu Siye became even more silent. 

“After Old Master Shangguan passed away, with your means, you could have divorced Xiao Yu. You had 

ten thousand ways to make her leave the marriage with nothing, but you didn’t. Hence, you should 

know very well what you want the most in the depths of your heart. Don’t always be like this because of 

that indignance.” Bo Junyan knew that Fu Siye was indignant. Only if he was willing to let go of such 

indignation would things work. Hence, Bo Junyan had never interfered in his relationship matters. 

“I heard from your sister-in-law that Xiao Yu is already waiting for her heart to die. Once a woman’s 

heart dies, it’ll be impossible between you and her. Think about it carefully. Is your indignation more 

important, or is Shangguan Yu more important? That can’t make you let go. When it’s time to make a 

decision, you have to make it decisively. Don’t wait until you lose something before you regret it.” 



In the past, Shangguan Yu had never thought of leaving him. He had time to slowly let go. Now, she was 

so tired that she wanted to leave him. If he didn’t love her, then let go. If he liked her, then he should 

quickly let go of the indignation in his heart and pursue her to lead a good life. 

Bo Junyan’s words made Fu Siye’s eyes darken. “I’ll consider this matter carefully.” 

“Okay.” There was nothing else he could say. 

In the Imperial Capital… 

When Xue Yun met Mu Huan, she did not want to get benefits from her for once. She’d really just 

wanted to continue seeing her daughter and make up for something. 

However, after she returned and faced Ling Feng’s cold face, she couldn’t help but tell Ling Feng about 

what Mu Huan had told her. 

“Then I have to think about it carefully. What do you want?” He needed a big project. 

When Xue Yun heard his words, her heart skipped a beat. “Ling Feng, I don’t want to keep cozying up to 

Xiao Huan. She’s my daughter. I…” 

Although she couldn’t help but blame Mu Huan for acknowledging her and ruining her beautiful life, that 

was her biological daughter… She wanted to meet her often and take care of her. 

Xue Yun’s heart was really conflicted and in pain. 

When a selfish person wanted to be a good person, it was the most painful. 

“She’s your daughter. This relationship can’t be broken off just like that. Even if you ask for a big project 

this time, will she still reject you if you still want to see her from now on?” Ling Feng felt that Xue Yun 

was stupid. This kind of blood relationship couldn’t be severed. What was she afraid of? 

Mu Huan had given her benefits this time. Next time, if there’s anything they needed, she would cry and 

beg. How could Mu Huan be heartless and not care? 

Absolutely not. 

So, wasn’t it foolish to get a huge benefit for nothing? 

“Ling Feng, I can’t do this… She’s my flesh and blood. I can’t treat her like this…” Xue Yun said with a 

pained expression. 

Ling Feng looked at her and frowned. “Xiao Xiao is also your flesh and blood. Why don’t you think about 

our son more? If the Ling family is doing well, Xiao Xiao’s future will be good.” 

Chapter 969: Break Off (3) 

“But I can’t keep asking my daughter for benefits. It’s not like we’re so poor that we can’t survive…” Of 

course, Xue Yun wanted her son to have a better future. However, the Ling family was already very rich. 

Couldn’t they just let the two of them interact? 

“We’re so poor that we can’t survive anymore! Recently, a few things have happened to the Ling Group, 

causing the capital chain to be almost broken. I just didn’t tell you.” If it were in the past, Ling Feng 



wouldn’t have made things so difficult for her. But now, it wasn’t the same. The Ling Group really 

couldn’t do anything wrong now. 

Xue Yun was shocked. “How can that be?! Isn’t our family on par with the Bo Group?” 

“That was a few years ago. Bo Junyan is a business genius. After he took over the Bo Group, the Bo 

Group has been developing rapidly every year. And because of bad luck, the Ling Group has been going 

downhill for the past few years. Recently, bad things have been happening one after another. It has 

reached the point where it might go bankrupt.” Although Ling Feng had deliberately made the situation 

sound serious, the days of being on par with each other had indeed passed. 

“Then… then…” When Xue Yun heard that the Ling Group was in trouble, she was momentarily at a loss. 

“This is a critical moment. Otherwise, why would I need you to do such a thing?” 

“But…” Xue Yun thought for a while. “It’s might be possible this time, but after that, I really won’t be 

able to face Xiao Huan anymore.” 

Her daughter had already said that she wanted to settle everything. If Xue Yun still wanted such 

benefits, she’d really have no face to show her daughter again. 

“Alright, I won’t make things difficult for you after this!” Ling Feng agreed. 

However, he had other plans. 

Yun Cheng… 

When she received a call from Xue Yun asking Ling Feng to talk to Bo Junyan, Mu Huan could not help 

but feel upset. 

Even though this was her suggestion, she still felt terrible. 

Although she knew in her heart that her mother would definitely choose this in the end, Mu Huan could 

not help but wish for the opposite. She’d hoped that she would really do as she said and not want 

anything. If she could meet her often, all she wanted was to make it up to her as a daughter and love her 

well. 

“I’m sorry, Xiao Huan… I didn’t want this to happen. I really didn’t want this to happen… But your Uncle 

Ling said that the Ling Group is in a crisis…” Xue Yun kept apologizing. 

She knew that even if this was Mu Huan’s suggestion, her decision would still make her sad and upset. 

“It’s alright, Mom. I was the one who disturbed your life. You don’t have to apologize to me.” It was her 

fault. This was compensation. She didn’t have to feel sorry for her. 

“Xiao Huan, don’t say such things. I’m your mother and you’re my daughter. Let’s not go so far as to be 

so polite and unfamiliar with each other. You didn’t disturb Mom’s life. It’s Mom who’s too selfish. It’s 

Mom who has let you down and abandoned you for ten years. Now, I’m even treating you like this. 

Mom doesn’t deserve to be a mother. She doesn’t deserve you to treat me well…” She wasn’t a good 

mother. She was a selfish and bad mother! 

“Xiao Huan… I’m sorry… I’m really sorry… I really didn’t want this to happen…” 



“Mom, you really don’t have to apologize. You don’t have to feel sorry for me. Since you’ve made such a 

choice, don’t live your life with guilt in your heart. The happiness you’ll live in the future has to be 

worthy of such a choice.” No matter what, Mu Huan hoped that her mother could live a happy life. 

“Xiao Huan…” Xue Yun’s voice was choked. 

“Bye, Mom. If you no longer want to live with the Ling family one day, you can come back and find me. 

Other than that, don’t come looking for me again.” 

Chapter 970: Break Off (4) 

Only when something was broken off would it not hurt more. 

On the other end of the line, Xue Yun started to sob. “Xiao Huan, let’s not be like this, alright? I don’t 

want anything after this. I just want us to be fine. Let’s go shop and eat… 

“This way, it won’t affect anything…” 

“Mom, I’d better not.” This was only if she could really do it. In the future, they would only be meeting 

as mother and daughter, eating and shopping. It would not affect anything. It would be nothing. 

However, she would never be able to reject the Ling family. 

It was just like how she had confidently said that she didn’t want anything when they separated earlier, 

but now, she had made such a decision. 

After hanging up, Mu Huan suddenly felt a little cold. 

The next second, she was pulled into a warm embrace. 

Mu Huan nestled in his warm embrace for a while before saying, “What’s given to Ling Feng cannot 

exceed the benefits of those drugs.” 

Mu Huan had given the Song family’s secret prescriptions to Bo Junyan. 

“Okay.” Bo Junyan lightly caressed her head and hummed. 

Mu Huan turned around and hugged his waist. She looked up at him and said, “Hubby, it’s good to have 

you around.” 

Because of him, she was able to walk through the darkest stage of her life. 

“From now on, you don’t have to think about anything. Just think about me.” Bo Junyan lowered his 

head and kissed her. 

“Yes, from now on, I’ll only think about my husband and love him!” 

… 

After confirming at the hospital that she was pregnant, Shangguan Yu wanted to have a good talk with 

Fu Siye tonight. Hence, she called him and asked if he could go home for dinner today. 

Fu Siye listened to Bo Junyan’s words. Although he still did not make a decision, he agreed when 

Shangguan Yu called to ask if he was going back for dinner. 



After Shangguan Yu returned home, she started to prepare dinner. She wanted a good start and 

outcome tonight. 

Fu Siye was going home after work. 

But Gu Lingyin stopped him. 

“Siye, thank you so much for what happened last time. I’ll treat you to dinner tonight.” Gu Lingyin only 

stopped him after she heard Fu Siye’s call. 

She didn’t want Fu Siye’s and Shangguan Yu’s relationship to improve, even if it was impossible between 

her and Fu Siye. 

“I have something on today. Let’s go together another day.” 

“You have something on. Are you going back to look for Shangguan Yu?” Gu Lingyin said directly. 

Fu Siye frowned. 

“Siye, have you forgotten how you asked her not to marry you back then, but she insisted on marrying 

you? What she said was all fake. If she really never wanted to force you to be with her, she wouldn’t 

have married you in the end! She’s the most despicable and shameless person in the world! She pushed 

all the blame to someone else, acting as if she’s clean and innocent!” 

Gu Lingyin didn’t believe everything that had happened in the past, that Shangguan Yu didn’t know 

anything about it. She felt that Shangguan Yu was the most despicable person in the world. She had 

always gotten in between her and Fu Siye as a sister, making Fu Siye treat her better than he treated his 

girlfriend. He was even concerned and cared about her. Later, she even got someone to seduce her. 

It was really not her fault that she was tempted! Fu Siye had always been very busy. Most of his free 

time was given to Shangguan Yu. She could not get him on the phone all day long. Having him as a 

boyfriend was no different from not having one. Furthermore, the two of them came from different 

backgrounds and his parents had never liked her. She was really afraid, sad, and lonely. 

Hence… 

That was why she fell into that person’s trap! 

 


